Enterprise and Educational resources
outsourcing consulting company A global first from Ressourzen

š Tired of being taken for a ride by vendors.
š Tired of receiving false promises from
suppliers, again and again.
š Tired of not receiving products and services
on time, as promised.
š Tired of receiving inferior quality
supplies than what you had approved
of while placing the order.

Find the answers to all your enterprise and
educational institutions resource requirements.

What is eERO
Ressourzen brings to you thru its eERO initiative
“World's first enterprise and educational
resource outsourcing” consulting company.
eERO is a wholly owned subsidiary of Ressourzen
It is similar to a BPO or a KPO
company in its functioning.
Under the eERO initiative Ressourzen not only provides consultancy advisory services on resource
procurement in a transparent manner but also facilitates end to end, customised order execution if need be for
companies and educational institutions.
eERO brings to your doorsteps for the first time in the world a core team of technical experts, product
specialist and industry thought leaders who not only help design and develop customised solutions for any given
budget, they also facilitate resource procurement in various categories where companies and educational
institutions do not have the technical skill, capability and expertise to buy them directly from manufacturers
across India and globe.
If required eERO also anchors the order execution in totality offering integrated end to end customised
solutions to run your companies or educational institutions more efficiently always giving them best quality
resource at the lowest price never ever compromising on quality from leading vendors in India and across the
globe in a transparent manner. This helps companies and educational institutions to save enormously on the
yearly expenses it incurs to procure these resources year on year.

What sets eERO apart:
Worlds first and only eERO company/ Understanding
of industry and technology/ Dedicated team
of product specialists, technical experts and industry
thought leaders / Continuous focus on innovation and
excellence / Technology platform /
Cost effective integrated solutions
eERO is continuously evolving as a procurement outsourcing arm for small to large companies and for
educational institutions ranging from schools and colleges to universities. Our in house team of product
specialist, technical experts and industry thought leaders ensure that only the most innovative, appropriate and
customised products and services of highest quality reaches you at the best price. With eERO's continuous
focus on procurement systems and processes improvements on quality, price and timeliness of delivery
schedules is of much lesser worry to all of you.

At eERO

we are building one of the largest platforms for companies and educational institutions to come
together with Ressourzen so that they can aggregate their resource requirement of similar nature
and buy directly from manufacturers across India and globe. As economies of scales come into
play with the help of our product specialist, technical experts and industry thought leaders, we
are able to source your given requirements from across India and globe always delivering the
best possible product and services at the best price, without ever compromising on quality.

We at Ressourzen are also building one of the largest platforms for manufacturers across India and globe to
come together to make themselves accessible to our registered customers across the country and overseas for
various products and services they sell. Having multiple choices of suppliers for the same product or service
always helps our customers to get the best quality product at lowest price as all these deals are anchored by a
product specialist at Ressourzen whose only aim is to get the best for our esteemed customers.
You may let your problems rest in peace with eERO helping you. We together help you build your business
to deliver long term stake holder value and brand equity that not only differentiates you amongst your
competitors but also leaves behind a legacy of satisfied customers, employees, management, students,
parents and most importantly you our customer company and educational institutions owner promoters.
Every year companies and educational institutions like yours, need to procure numerous products and
services like Computers, Laptops, i Pads, iPhones and Phones, i Pods, Software, Training on softwares, Digital
print solutions, Note books, Text books, Fabric for uniforms, Uniforms for students, teachers, administrators and
staff, Uniforms for employees and management team,speciality and safety fabric, Child safety and office safety
products, Formal shoes, Leather shoes, Canvas shoes, Sports shoes, Safety shoes, Bags for schools, College
bags,Lap-top bags, Carry bags, Bags for teachers & employees, T-Shirts, Track suits, Formal suits, Coats,
Blazers, Cardigans, Accessories, Stationery and other gifting items. Furniture and fixtures, Electrical products,
Electronic items, Power savers and Invertor solutions, Sports equipments, setting up of GYM, GYM
equipment's, Physical trainers, Arts teachers, subject teachers etc. in order to function smoothly. Despite your
best efforts, the products you source are often found wanting in quality or on price. Another challenge
commonly faced is the timely delivery of resources. This is where eERO comes in.

How does an eERO work:
eERO understands your needs, predicts and
helps create future trends, develops
solutions for future needs, raises
the bar for product performance through innovation
and quality and execute customised solutions.

As a company or educational institution all that is required from you is a list of requirements in various
categories with specifications like application of material, quantity of material required, budget etc. eERO will
source, analyse, negotiate with various vendors at large on your behalf and provide the best possible options for
you to choose from. The decision will be yours with respect to the vendors and the commercial terms. Once
agreed between you and the vendor, the company and the institution can directly deal with the vendor. If the
company or the institution wants eERO to handle the order execution, eERO will then facilitate the procurement
and execution of the same.

The biggest gain for companies and educational institutions in coming together anchored by Ressourzen
eERO and aggregating their resource requirements is the world of best brands , leading quality manufacturers
ning up for them and along with it access to world class quality, unmatched
and suppliers in India and globe opening
commercial terms, year on year cost savings , cutting edge innovative & customised solutions in sync with future
trends and technical knowhow all anchored by product specialists, technical experts and industry thought
leaders at work for you powered by Ressourzen eERO which if they continue to buy individually is not available
to them. Even if these iconic brands, manufacturers and suppliers were available the commercial terms that
they can get by coming together and the savings that companies and educational institutions can make is not
available to them if they buy themselves as individuals. The power of collective buying at the customer end of
the spectrum is made available to all companies and educational institution by eERO for the first time
in the world.
Ressourzen welcomes companies and educational institutions to come together to buy together, to buy
better. Best possible commercial terms, best quality at the best price with quality assurance from eERO all
these opportunities open up just by coming together with Ressourzen eERO. Ressourzen eERO welcomes
companies and educational institutions to unlock the power of collective buying and to experience the power of
what collective buying can bring them in terms of savings, quality, better commercial terms and most importantly
best value for money year on year, every year for many years to come.

How we manage your resources / eERO's
special focus for educational institutions
Ressourzen eERO has a fool proof system in place
to manage your requirement of school, college
and university supplies. Our diverse solutions offer
you the benefit of quality and hassle free dealing.

Prompt delivery of supplies
The beginning of academic year is a crucial period, when you must be prepared with your supplies. From
Note books, uniforms and other essentials for students, to infrastructure such as computers, furniture and
projector, all your needs will be taken care of. Now, you needn't worry about suppliers struggling to meet
deadlines. Be it routine or seasonal material, we'll ensure that they reaches you well in advance.

Tie-ups with reputed brands
We are associated with national and international manufacturers of educational products. So you can be
assured that whether you require uniforms or computers, you will be provided with products of the highest
quality most suited to your needs.

Reliable Ressourzen Brands
We rely on backward integration to manufacture essential supplies such as note books and uniforms. This
means you no longer have to deal with or rely on small unorganised manufacturers.

Cost effective solutions
With a presence across several companies and educational institutions we understand the importance of cost
efficiency. Our expertise in the field, wide reach and economies of scale help us pass on the cost benefits to you

Technology solutions advice
We believe technology is invaluable to education delivery and we'll provide you with all the assistance you
require. We will keep you updated on the latest in software and hardware pertaining to education. We will also
help you identify the right computers, servers, projectors and other digital products suited to your specific needs.
We have partnered with leading manufacturers of IT products to make sure you get the most appropriate
technology.

Identifying New Products
Ressourzen eERO is constantly on the lookout for innovations that can help deliver high quality education.
We check out the latest products being used in countries around the world. Once we identify suitable products,
we collaborate with developers of those educational products to bring them to your educational institutions.

Innovation
Our years in the field of education have taught us the value of quality content and delivery mechanisms. We
have our very own product development team that puts this experience into practice. We will shortly be
introducing a range of innovative and value added products meant to enhance the quality of education.

What companies and educational institutions stand to gain
4

Companies big and small and various educational institutions,
ranging from schools and colleges to universities having similar
needs can come together to pool in their resources / budgets for
efficient and cost effective procurement, or simply said
aggregate come together to buy better.

4

Educational Institutions and companies can make use of the
platform being created for the first time, globally by Ressourzen
under its eERO initiative to buy the best possible solution at the
lowest price without never ever compromising on the quality.

4

eERO will always keep companies and educational institutions updated on the latest innovations, new
trends, new research and developments and best practices in the industry. Keeping you ahead of the
curve in terms of innovation, quality, better enhanced learning and value added differentiation. Choosing
either or all of these criteria will help make the company or educational institution to be a thought pioneer
in your respective field and help you set new benchmarks in your field. It will help you establish yourself
as a leader amongst your peers.

4

Guaranteed timely delivery of innovative and customised products and solutions, always endeavouring
to deliver best quality at best possible prices, creating value through transparent transactions.

4

Access to eERO's dedicated team of product specialist, technical experts and industry thought leaders
in each category. Helping you choose the most appropriate customised solutions keeping your long term
goals and business objectives.

4
4

Access to eERO's strong network of national and international manufacturers and vendors.

4

eERO's assurance of quality products at value for money cost, through transparent transactions.
Companies and institutions save enormous amounts of time, money, focus, energy, tension and human
resource costs, each year that can be allocated for more productive developmental work elsewhere in
the company or educational institution.
Assured complete satisfaction of end customers and all stake holders like employees, staff,
administrators, management, co-owners, promoters, share and stake holders, students, parents, staff,
teachers, administrators and suppliers too, making you a preferred company to work for or a preferred
educational institution to come and study.

The eERO advantage
4

For the first time in the world companies big and small and
educational institutions ranging from schools and colleges to
universities can make use of the platform being created by
Ressourzen through its initiative of eERO to come together on a
common platform, pool its scarce resources and buy as a single
entity to save enormously on cost, get the best quality and the best
price and the best commercial terms, making use of the technically
qualified and competent team of back end product specialist,
technical experts and industry thought leaders in each category at
Ressourzen.

4

Use the saved money, year on year to develop itself further in areas where the need is most.

4

Coming together of companies and educational institutions will make available to each one
products and service that each one uses to be of best possible quality at the lowest price along with best
commercial terms.

4

Coming together will also give access to each company and educational institution irrespective of its
size, value, volume, reach or turnover, access to best quality manufacturers for each of the products and
services it uses, which may not have been available to it earlier.

4

For large companies and educational institutions where access to global brands and international and
national manufacturers is available, coming together with Ressourzen eERO opens up an entire
world of opportunities of economies of scale, association with like minded and sized companies and
educational institutions and most importantly unlock the power of collective buying getting in reward for
each one associated the best possible quality, best rates, best commercial terms and best price and
power for customised solutions from best manufacturers in India and globe.

4

Coming together does not take away any of the individual companies or educational institutions decision
making powers because of the platform being anchored by eERO. It is the only initiative in the world
wherein like-minded companies and institutions come together helped by a team of experts at eERO to
help them buy better. All final decisions of what to buy, from whom to buy, or at what commercial
terms are decided collectively as a team and the final decisions are taken only by the respective
companies and institutions. eERO only creates best possible alternatives and suggests the best options
available.

4

Since eERO procures products and services as a large aggregation, it gives eERO and in turn
companies and educational institutions better purchasing power. This, in turn, reflects on the
assured quality, integrated and innovative products and solutions followed by cost savings these
educational institutions and companies receive.

4

eERO's experience and continuous learning leads to ever improving procurement processes, products
and services, thereby always raising the bar each year, year on year, every year.

Contact Enterprise and Educational Resources outsourcing (eERO) consulting company for your complete
end to end fully integrated solutions. Right from material identification to finished goods, vendor identification to
delivery schedules, quality control to testing of products and services orders against samples given and most
importantly peace of mind and trust.
We are specialist in and offer complete integrated solutions in the following categories:

Paper Solutions
š Paper sourcing / buying from leading mills š Paper processing for manufacturing š Paper testing and
quality control process š Paper sourcing for manufacturing of note books, text books, answer sheets, writing
pads, help books, record notebooks, brochures, catalogues, stationery, admission forms, report cards and
communication to students, staff and teachers. š Paper and board sourcing for stationery requirement for
institutions and corporates. š Paper & board buying for marketing collaterals like various kinds of posters,
dangles, stickers and any other promotion materials in various mediums like paper, flex, Vinyl š P r i n t i n g o f
annual reports, investor relations communications, dividend cheques etc. š Regular size, king size, long size,
deluxe size, deluxe long size, record notebooks.

Printing Solutions
š Screen Printing š Offset Printing š Digital Printing š On demand printing š Web printing š Sewing,
book binding , book making technology š Photocopiers š Scanners.

IT Solutions
š Software training for staff, teachers and students on various software packages, internet usage, smart phone
usage, virus protection and social site do's and don'ts & usage etiquettes and manners š Hardware system
requirement study – work load analysis š Procurement of hardware like computers, lap tops, iPads, iPods,
iPhones, smart phones, tablets, e-book readers, printers, scanners, cameras, photo copiers, CDs DVDs, pen
drives, external storage devices, RFID – ID cards š Computers from Acer, Dell, Lenovo, HCL & Apple
š Duplicators from Duplo, Richo, Riso š Projectors from Acer, BenQ, Infocus, Hitachi š Printers from HP,
Canon, Samsung.

Child and Office safety
š GPRS enabled vehicle tracking system for school buses, vehicles, company cars , vans, taxis and company
buses š GPRS enabled child security system for location, attendance etc. for students and company officials
especially ladies š Personal safety equipments especially for ladies, children and senior citizens
š Surveillance solutions for companies, educational institutions and individuals š Net based child
performance feedback system for parents š CCTV for corporate, schools and homes, Dome Camera,
C – Mount Camera, Day / Night Camera, Digital Video Recorder.

Fabric Solutions
š Fabric sourcing from leading mills š Cutting and stitching š Uniforms for children, administrative staff and
teachers š Uniforms for houses, annual day and festival celebrations, sports uniforms š Uniforms for
employees for all levels including bespoke suits for MDs, CEOs and directors š T shirts, track suits, coats,
blazers, cardigans, teacher's uniforms, sarees for teachers, staff, employees. š Fabric solutions for Hoste,l
Hospita,l Hotel š Lab coats š Suits, blazers and coats š Design your own dresses for corporates and
educational institutions offered for the first time in India.

Accessories Solutions
š Ties š Belts š Scarves š Badges š Rain coats š Umbrellas š Duck back shoes š Water bottles
š Tiffin Boxes š Head gears for girl student, teachers, staff and administrators. Also available for corporates
š Water proof covers for lap tops, school bags, head gears, computers, mobile phones etc. š Design your own
accessories for corporates and educational institutions offered for the first time in India.

Stationery Solutions
š Writing Instruments - International Brands available at discounted prices š Writing Instruments - Local
brands available at a discounted price for educational institutions and enterprises š Black boards, Green
boards, Writing boards, Writing pads etc. š Colouring Instruments, Colouring and painting kit š Geometry Box
š Writing pads š Dust free dusters and chalks

Shoe Solutions
š Canvas shoes, PT shoes š Black leather shoes š Jogging shoes š Specialised sports shoes for various
sports š Shoes for teachers, staff and administrators š Shoes for employees, staff and management team
š Branded and third party manufactured leg wares š Design your own shoes for corporates and educational
institutions offered for the first time in India.

Bag Solutions
š School bags š College bags š Sports kit bags š Office bags š Lap top bags š Bags for teachers, staff
and administrators š Bags for employees, staff and senior management team š Tablet and palm top bags
š Mobile phone bags š Trekking bags / trekking kit, back packs š Carry Bags š Design your own bag for
corporates and educational institutions offered for the first time in India.

School and Office furniture Solutions
š Source materials for furniture manufacturing š Supply of carpenters š Design and execution of furniture
for board rooms, reception, office and class rooms, laboratories, auditoriums etc. š Manufacturing of office and
educational furniture required by corporates and educational institutions š Single desk series, double desk
series, space optimization series, nursery series, chairs and storage solutions š Design your own furniture for
corporates and educational institutions offered for the first time in India.

Sports Solutions
š Cricket Kit š Squash Kit š Lawn Tennis Kit š Table Tennis Kit š Badminton Kit š Chess Kit
š Carrom Board Kit š Volley Ball Kit š Basket Ball Kit š Football / Soccer kit š Hockey Kit š Weight
lifting kit š Athletes Kit š Kit for track and field events like javelin throw, shot put, high jump, long jump etc.
š Horse Riding Kit š Golf Kit š Yoga Kit š Yoga coaching at your door steps by trained yoga specialist for
companies and educational institutions š Design and execution of specialised sports Gym for students , staff
and administrators and local community in corporate offices and educational institutions š Specialised sports
training and coaching for all sports thru former national and international players at your educational institutions
and enterprise / company's door steps for self and local community.

Music Solutions
š Guitar š Key boards and synthesisers
š Drums š Mikes, speakers, sound mixers and amplifiers
š All Traditional Indian music instruments š Trained teacher for coaching music and fine arts in schools,
colleges and companies of regional, national and international repute in western as well as traditional Indian
music and fine arts.

Consumer Durable Solutions
š Electrical and electronic items like TVs, Fans, Fridges, Washing machines, Geysers / Water heaters, Lighting
solutions, Air conditioners, Vacuum cleaners, Audio systems, Public address systems etc.

Power saver and Invertor Solutions
š Power saver solutions š Solar power solutions š Invertors

Drinking Water Solutions
š Water purifiers for homes, schools & offices š Industrial / Commercial purifiers š Akash Ganga pure water
from atmosphere š Water filters for homes, schools & offices.

Viscom & Mass Communication Studio& Event Management
š Sound engineering studio š Cameras & digital video recorders š Film shoots š Sound mixing š Film
editing š Screen play and copy writing š Story writing for play and movies š Event planning and management
š This premium branded initiative is brought to you by Ressourzen under its brand “Nostalzia” “Fond memories
forever” concept.

School & office store solutions
š School, college, university or office store under the brand name “Scholar Shopee” “Accessories for
Academics”or “Accessories for Professionals” will be put up inside the educational institution or enterprise
premises to cater to the daily needs of the students, employees, owners & extended family members of the
students, employees & owners š All products listed above & additional products & services based on
requirements will be sourced & sold thru the “Scholar Shopee” store š The store will be run by the institution or
enterprise where it is located š The space, infrastructure & resource to run the store will be provided by the
institution or enterprise š The sourcing of products & services will be done only by Ressourzen š The store will
be run on a profit share basis with the institution or enterprise š “Scholar Shopee” “Accessories for Academics”
concept is a premium retail store brand initiative of Ressourzen.

Food & Hospitality Solutions
š Branded food courts, canteens, restaurant & food lounge service is brought to you by Ressourzen under its
premium brand “Saathvik” “Eat Pure / Stay Healthy” concept š These food courts, canteens, restaurant & food
lounges will be operated and run by Ressourzen š All services will be provided by Ressourzen š The Institution
/ Enterprise will provide all the infrastructure, space & resources required to run the Food Court š The sourcing of
products & services will be done only by Ressourzen š The store will be run on a profit share basis with the
institution or enterprise.

Infrastructure repairs & maintenance solutions
š Electrical & electronic equipment's repairs & preventive maintenance š Plumbing works, repairs & preventive
maintenance š Whitewash, painting & exterior walls repairs & preventive maintenance š Consumer durable,
Ac's, refrigerator, water purifiers, water pumps, furniture & fixtures & water storage tanks repairs & maintenance
š Company vehicles, school & college vehicles repairs & maintenance š Sports equipment's repairs &
maintenance š GYM equipment's repairs & maintenance š Construction, repairs &maintenance of school
stage, canteen, class rooms & play grounds.

Sanitation & Hygiene solutions
š Construction, repairs & maintenance of toilets & sewage systems especially developed keeping in mind
women's & special children's needs.

At Ressourzen, Balu is working on creating one of the most innovative companies in Education and
Education Infrastructure sector. He is also working thru his multifarious initiatives to bringing skills to the level of
schools, colleges, universities and in companies in a way that has never been done before.
Ressourzen has been set up with the objective of skilling the youths of India so that they are able to make a
living based on their talent just out of their school or college.
It also set up with an objective of identifying prodigal talent in its young minds and nurturing the next Abdul
Kalam, Ramanujam, MS subbalakshmi, Zakhir Hussain, Vairamuthu, Mani Rathnam, Dhoni, Vishy Anand,
Sachin Tendulkar, AR Rehman, Kamal Hassan, Saina Nehwal, Vijay Amritraj, Dhyanchand, Vijayandra Singh,
Mary Kom, Pankaj Advani or the next PT Usha.
The objective of the company is to identify talent, coach and train them and lead them thru the path of
success making them skilled, self-reliant, confident, and talented with a healthy mind, body and spirit. There by
build a strong Nation.
Set up world's first Enterprise and Educational resources outsourcing consulting
company for the first time in the world gives a platform to educational institution like
schools, colleges and universities and companies big and small ,to come together to
buy resources that they use for their day to day functioning making use of Ressourzen's
technically qualified and competent back end team to get the best quality resources at
the best price directly from manufacturers across the globe, cutting out all the middle
men thereby saving substantial cost without compromising on quality, ever.
Ressourzen offers an entire range of customised solutions in IT hardware and software,
Paper, Print, Fabric, Uniforms, and Accessories like bags, shoes etc., fitness and GYM
equipment's, sports equipment's, sportswear, Power savers and UPS Invertors etc.
Coaching for Test Preparation for board exams to coaching for graduate and post
graduate courses to professional courses in various fields of study in the areas ranging
from science , arts, commerce to medical and engineering. Also provide coaching to
study for various exams conducted by UPSC and SSC, Defense, Railways and other
public exams conducted by various agencies. Provide coaching for professional
courses like CA, ICWA, CS, Law, Engineering and Medical courses and projects work
for various semesters etc. Training will also be provided to parents, mothers, house
wives on bringing up children, understanding child psychology, Montessori training for
house wives to become effective child teachers and trainers at home.
A centre to learn and study fine arts subjects like Feng Shui, Rekki, Yoga, Palmistry,
Numerology, Gemmology, horoscope making, dance, music, drawing, painting,
storytelling and moral values for children and other fine art courses. A very unique skill
development programme for school and college students and for fine arts loving adults
too.
Skill building courses in film making, video shooting, photography, wild life photography,
sound engineering and mixing, Radio Jockey, Video Jockey, Media Presenter, Master
of Ceremonies, Speech Writing etc., A very unique skill development programme for
school and college students and for adults loving the medium of visual communication
to express themselves.

Exclusive Skill based adventure sports like rock climbing, Mountaineering, Para sailing,
Para gliding, commando training, deep sea diving, snorkelling, Trekking, adventure
camps, desert safari, nature conservation, motor cycle expeditions in Himalayas,
mountain biking, white water river rafting, canyoning, kayaking, rock climbing, ultra-light
aircraft flying etc. offering from Participation certificates to diploma and degree
programmes. All the offerings are geared to build personality, skill, attitude and
character of participants. A very unique skill development programme for school and
college students and for adventure loving adults too.
Specialised sports training in schools, colleges and universities. Also provide the same
to companies and corporate houses in various sports of their choice, training being
provided by sports stars who have played for their state or even country, won laurels for
self and brought glory to our country thru their deeds in their respective sports. Under
this initiative Ressourzen will also set up state of the art Gym in various educational
institutions and companies and offer training in General fitness, healthy living, body
building and knowledge on specialised training for various sports there by contribute to
excellence in sports at various levels in India and overseas.
Provide pure and healthy saathvik food in mess / canteen of schools, colleges,
universities, companies and corporate houses. The objective of this initiative will be to
eat pure and stay healthy, thereby build a strong nation.
Expose the youth of the country in schools, colleges and universities, and in companies
and corporate houses to agriculture and make them experience rural living. Introduce to
youths at large various initiatives on Eco Conservation, Forest Preservation, Tree
Plantation, saving environment, creating a plastic free society, clean neighborhood,
wild life preservation, wild life photography, saving water, pollution free rivers and
protecting endangered species by taking these issues to them, involving them and
making them an equal stake holder in success of these initiatives.
Take the youth of the country at school, college, universities, in companies and
corporate houses to remote-adventure based destinations that challenge their strength
and make them see what all they can accomplish and make them realise their true
potential. In the process help them discover self and help build a healthy nation. During
these trips subject these youths to outward bound learning programs, soft skills,
personality development, leadership and decision making situations so that these trips
can contribute to character building in these individuals helping them to understand
themselves better.
Offer an entire range of products and services developed by the company as a branded
offering in the retail sector to public at large across the nation and across the globe. As
the company continuous to develop unique innovative solution for education and
enterprise sector, it will emerge as a provider of the largest aggregation of products and
services for enterprise and education sector the world has seen. The objective will be to
leverage this goodwill by building a retail global brand which the world will recogonise
and use there by create value for stake holders.

The entire collage of products and services offered by the company will be globally
retailed under a recogonised retail store. This will clearly tell the customer globally that
the product and services is from Ressourzen and will help company cash on the
relationship that it has with its customers. This initiative is also to ensure that the
customer experiences the same quality of service that he is used to get from the
company anywhere in the globe whenever he buys into companies product or services.
Coach students and adults in speaking of various languages making them as fluent in
the spoken languages they want to learn as they are in their own mother tongue. The
fluency in the language they learn will help them be confident and face the world for
success. This will give them self-belief, add to their self-esteem and give them courage
to face the life's challenges successfully. Making each one a winner in their own right.
Provide India's first multi city, multi locational, branded, stylish, luxurious, fully
furnished, working women and men's hostel, paying guest accommodation, Transit
flats, Guest Houses and Service Apartments to Corporate Houses, Companies and
Educational Institutions.
Provide skill building, personality development and a finishing school for school and
college students and adults with a view to give them verve and style in their daily day to
day life. So that they can face life's challenges with a smile and come out winners. Under
this initiative it will be an endeavor to transform our youth to be suave, stylish,
sophisticated, and savvy so that they can be proud ambassadors of our country,
globally.
India's only exclusive branded beach ware designed by leading fashion designers for
the rich and famous, globally for men and women who are always young at heart with a
rich taste of verve, style, sophistication and oomph.

Ressourzen India Pvt. Ltd.
(Formerly Ressourzen Solutions & Services Pvt. Ltd.)

Flat No.5, 2nd Floor, Smruti Apartments, No. 49, 1st Avenue,
Indira Nagar, Adayar, Chennai - 600 020. India
Bala : +91 93826 11220 - balu@ressourzen.com
Antony : +91 72999 92337 - antony@ressourzen.com
www.ressourzen.com

